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About us and the Newsletter 
 
 
The Study Circle is a loose group of persons who are interested in the postal (and general) 
history of the area known as Kárpátalja in Hungarian, as Podkarpatská Rus during the First 
Czechoslovak Republic, which had a short day of independence as Carpatho Ukraine, and 
later was integrated into the Ukrainian SSR in the Soviet Union as the ‘Zakarpatskaja Ob-
last’. Since 1991 it is ЗАКАРПАТТЯ, the westernmost administrative district in the now 
independent Ukraine. 
 
The Newsletter came out of a meeting of a few collectors during the PRAHA 2008, its first 
number appeared in November 2008. In the last years we have always produced at least 
four issues per year but may not be able to keep this high level due to a substantial lack of 
contributions. On the other hand, as we can see from the access counts at the public web 
site, this Newsletter is read by hundreds of people. 
 
This imbalance between supporters and consumers-only has finally brought the editor to 
the decision that he will stop editing this magazine after ten years, i. e., with the issue of 
November 2018. If someone wants to take over, he (or she) is very welcome. 
 
We send our regards and best wishes to all members of the Study Circle. 
 
Distribution method 
 
All issues of the »Sub-Carpathian Messenger« can be browsed at and downloaded from the 
Internet address 
 

http://www.slideshare.net/subcarpathian 
 
For those who have no Internet access and/or no e-mail, the distribution method is still 
the same: you will receive a colour print-out by air/surface mail as you did in the past. 
 
Everybody can freely access the uploaded numbers of the Newsletter but the notification 
service for new numbers is limited to the actual members of the Study Circle. 
 
Rules and Regulations 
 
All articles in the Newsletter carrying the name of an author are the sole responsibility of 
this author and should not be taken to represent the common opinion of the Study Circle. 
Such articles are, if not marked otherwise, copyrighted by the respective author. Free use 
within the Study Circle is granted. We thank our authors for their much appreciated work 
and contribution. 
 
Participation in the Study Circle is not bound to a formal membership and does not include 
the duty to pay a membership fee. There is a moral obligation to support the Newsletter 
from time to time by sending some article, some interesting piece of information, some 
question, some answer or whatever, although a number of ‘members’ has chosen to dis-
respect even this minimal request for support. 
 
We will “print” everything even only loosely connected with our subject of interest so any 
contribution is certainly welcome. Please send it (as Word 2003, 2007 or 2010 document, 
graphical elements in JPEG, 300 dpi or better) to the editor’s e-mail address (kb@aatc.at). 
His traditional postal address, if you would need it, is: 
 

Helmut Kobelbauer, Untergrossau 81, A-8261 Sinabelkirchen, Austria / Europe 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
Auction News 
 
The 302th Darabanth auction (July 21st, 2017) again offered a number of Kárpátalja cancel-
lations on the 1850 Austrian stamp issue: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lot 2042: “HUSZT” on 3 kr    Lot 2119: “TISZAUJLAK” on 6 kr 

Offered for 5.000 HUF, not sold    Offered for 5.000 HUF, not sold 

 
We have reported on the sale of Walter Rauch’s exceptional collection of the stamps and 
postal history of the Carpatho Ukraine (see SCM #044, page 5) for an overall price of EUR 
42.000,00. The auction catalogue of Jiří Majer’s “Aukce Poštovních Známek” on September 
16, 2017, offered the same collection as lot 1028 with a call of about EUR 52.000,00. 
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In translation (with the support of Miroslav Bachratý – many thanks): 
 

Collections of Walter Rauch 
Lot 1028 - Podkarpatská Rus 1692 – 2000: 452 pages of the famous exhibit which has been awarded on 
many philatelic occasions with medals, including gold medals. With excellent pieces from the pre-stamp 
period on 28 pages, 5 interesting covers with the first Austrian issue, some letters with Hungarian stamps 
1873-76, remarkable the Czech period 1918-1939 and then the following years with the Hungarian 
occupation 1938-1940. Among the highlights is the period 1944-45, nearly complete Chust and Mukačevo 
overprints, the NRZU issues with valuable covers, more expensive stamps all certified, remarkable also 
rare letters and postal stationery. A good investment – in 2008 a well-known collector offered 120.000 € 
just for this collection but Mr. Rauch rejected the offer as ridiculous. The full set of pictures available from 
www.czechstamp.com 

 
The pictures of all the 452 sheets could be viewed at (and downloaded from) the web site 
https://goo.gl/ZJHjPz 
 
The bidding process may not have met the expectations of the auctioneer because the lot 
was not sold.  
 
One factual correction: As Walter Rauch deceased on March 9th, 2007, it is barely credible 
that he rejected some offer in 2008. He was also known among collectors for buying cheap 
and selling as expensive as possible. It seems he himself may have overestimated the 
financial value of his exhibition collection … 
 
The editor still considers this collection as one of the best, holding a few pieces where we 
know either no other example or just one or two in other hands. Some of the covers from 
the Hungarian pre-stamp period are obvious fakes (as Dénes Czirók correctly indicated in 
an e-mail to the auctioneer). Also presentation style and the structuring of the exhibit 
have become a bit outdated. 
 

 
 

Sheet 26: Urgent official letter, June 9th, 1850, from Szerednye to Ungvár. 
Already in the stamp period but “Ex offo” and therefore without stamp. 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
The 3rd or Web Edition of Jan Verleg’s Monograph 
 
As some of you may already know, our founding father Jan Verleg published a third 
(private) edition of his groundbreaking monograph »CARPATHO UKRAINE. Postal History 
and Stamps 1786 - 2000« on the Internet. If you type 
 
https://issuu.com/search?q=Verleg 
 
into your favourite browser, you will hopefully see something like this: 
 

 
 
By the usual methods you can browse through the 332 pages of the book. Downloads are 
not allowed (by the publisher of the book). 
 

 
 

Although the accompanying text says that printed copies (of the 2nd edition) can still be 
ordered, this is barely true. As the book is out of print since a number of years, you can 
order but will get nothing. Sorry. 
 

 
 

There is also a short overview of the ca. 50 additional pages, as shown above. This edition 
is recommended reading, of course. 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
Prisoner of War Camps in the Kárpátalja 
 
The Austrian “Arbeitsgemeinschaft Feld- und Zensurpost 1914 / 18” has published quite a 
number of books and brochures, amongst them one by Gottfried Köhler about the camps of 
the prisoners of war, the interned and the military in general and their associated field 
post offices. (See the title page of this brochure pictured below.) 
 
 

 
 
We are mostly interested, of course, in such camps on the territory of the Kárpátalja. By 
carefully reading the text of the mentioned brochure, we have found two such references: 
 

• On page 55 there is a reference to a “Materialersatzdepot Beregszasz” in connec-
tion with the “Kriegsgefangenenstation D”, which was assigned to Field Post Office 
number 5; 

 
• on page 67 there is a list of prisoners of war camps in Hungary, mentioning Ahlos 

[recte: Aklos], Munkacs (as a possible station for officers) and finally Szolyva (in the 
Bereg county). 
 

We have found the village Aklos north of Szolyva, with 210 Ukrainian inhabitants in 1910, 
today equal to Uklyn (Уклин) in Ukraine. There is no entry for ‘Ahlos’ in the Big Black Book 
of LELKES György. 
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From Google Maps with many thanks. 
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Detail from page 55 
 

 
 

Detail from page 67 

 
 
It should be added that we have never seen cards or letters from these camps so obviously 
their mail is rather obscure. Mr. Köhler has already left this world so we cannot ask him 
anymore (except by maybe not so reliable means – the ghost-talkers becoming hip again). 
 
So be on the look-out for mail from these special locations. 
 
Comments and additions are welcome, as always. (Even from ghosts.) 
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Mervyn Benford 
Ruthenia:  Some Aspects of Railway Post and TPOs 1939-46 

 
As a student of Hungarian Railways and their links with postal services I have also long 
collected relevant material and information. I never pretend to be 100% accurate since 
there is always a chance of error when writing hundreds of miles away about matters 
readers may have much closer contact with. I welcome correction and/or additional infor-
mation. 
 
My principal information or map sources are: 
 
1 ANDREES ÖSTERREICHISCH-UNGARISCHER HAND ATLAS 1904 (actually a massive 
encyclopaedic book and about 20kg heavy!) 
 
2 1940  Military map of Greater Hungary given me by my Hungarian friend who had 
been a Hungarian army officer involved in the Visszatért events. The map had already 
restored borders in red but not the 1941 additions.   
 
3 Official Hungarian Postal Gazetteer 1944. 
 
4 Historic Hungarian Atlas 2001 showing the 1914 situation and railways and stations 
well marked. 
 
5 MÁV timetable for 1941 
 
6 Volume VI of the Hungarian Monograph 
 
7 “Magyar Neve”- gazetteer listing places that were lost and returned. 
 
8 Official Postal notices listing TPOs - particularly the anonymous routes after 1943 
known only by number within a regional classification system. 
 
Hungarian TPOs with full sorting and mail-handling facilities operated at two levels: the 
more important were identifiable by the management of a senior postal officer where 
lesser services were overseen by an assistant manager:  these are ‘t’ and ‘a’ in official 
terms [the ‘t’ standing for ‘tiszt’ meaning officer - the editor]. 
 
On small branch services mail was minimal and handled by a postal official with his own 
space to work. Many stations had telegraphic facilities and many of these had a sub-post 
office based there. In later years letter-boxes were on stations. Separate cancellers 
serving each station must have been in the boxes since such mail carries the specific 
station letter-box mark. I would love to learn from anyone who knows just who emptied 
and processed these boxes - was it a post office staff member or the train conductor, or 
even at times the train driver. Any information will be welcome. 
 
Station post-offices had station postmarks indicating the fact but from 1888 (Gudlin 
Tamás’ earliest example) also had single line name marks in rectangular boxes mostly, but 
not always, with P.U. at the end (abbreviation for pályaudvar - railway station. Other ab-
breviations also are found. On the other hand most larger stations sending their own mail 
had yet another plain straight line mark - mainly upper case - to identify them as senders. 
Many of the earlier telegraph marks also involved straight line marks, though with both 
lower and upper case example!  Station post-offices also had the usual white named labels 
for use on parcel forms and sometimes the label, rather than the stamp cancellation, is 
the only indication of a station post-office being involved. Another mystery! 
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Stations and post can be complicated. Volume VI of the [Hungarian] Monograph has com-
prehensive lists of telegraph facilities at stations as well as the TPOs and conductor post 
services. Most routes had up and down versions of the routes but not all. In some of the 
latter cases one suspects a line with more than one TPO number may have seen one work 
‘up’ routes only and the other ‘down.’ There is much still to discover about the system 
that I would know better if I could read Hungarian!  Advice and information always wel-
come. 
 
Before the First World War Hungary had a very well developed railway network and postal 
management system. Whilst not extensive in a very rural territory the ability to cross the 
Carpathians and reach into foreign territory made the mainlines very useful. LAWOCZNE 
and SIANKI across the border were TPO termini before 1914 and came back in the Vissza-
tért period. Sianki was just across the border, not far from the main Hungarian centre at 
Uzsok. Another major border was at Körösmezö.  
 
That town featured in several TPO cancellations. The mail there connected with the Gali-
cian/Austrian branch TPO 523 Körösmezö-Stanislau. The TPO temporary cancellation issues 
can be difficult to interpret - evidence is scarce, not least Ruthenian. A Stanislau-Körös-
mezö postmark recently auctioned earned $775 dollars! Luckily I have two copies! Hunga-
rian examples are just as scarce. I bought a collection of Hungarian railway postmarks - 
almost all on piece or just small plain paper strikes of a cancelled-to-order character. In 
all 100 pages, average three examples on each page, there were only two cancellations 
from Ruthenian!   
 
Full details invariably reliable are in Volume VI, listed under the different postmark types 
the national Post Office used over the years. TPO marks always included route as well as a 
system number ... until the Second World War when it was decided in 1943 that numbers 
alone were the priority; perhaps routes would help enemies? Marks became anonymous and 
collectors face the problem of postmarks with just a number but no indication of the 
route. By 1944 this system was fully in place and the organisation was regional. A year 
later the impact of war had more or less ended Hungarian rail activity, not quite, but it 
never recovered and the 1946 post-war treaties returned Hungary to its Trianon borders. 
 
I have been able to access some surviving postal records, though much was destroyed in 
the awesome battle for Budapest in 1945 and I give below details of the numbers and 
routes involved for Ruthenia in 1944 and 1945. Initially the numbers were part of the 
information in a central date panel with just MAGYAR KIRÁLY (or KIR.) MOZGÓPOSTA in the 
surrounding ring of the postmark. This became rapidly changed to smaller circles with just 
direction ‘M’ or ‘T’ and date with the number boldly at the bottom as in most earlier 
TPOs. The KIR. was removed after 1946 and just various forms of MAGYAR and MOZGÓ-
POSTA in subsequent cancellations not affecting of course Ruthenia.  
  
The annual official lists would naturally recognise routes and numbers formally authorised. 
My 1944 information differs a lot from what I have published in my Visszatért book which 
deals with the pre-anonymous routes known. My book draws on Volume VI of course as well 
as the information given me by Palotás Zoltan - an expert on the period sadly deceased. 
The routes below are identifiable only by their numbers and some did not exist in earlier 
provision while earlier ones have gone. 
 

1944:   TPO 15    Budapest-Körösmezö             TPO 87    Budapest-Munkács        
TPO 89    Budapest-Máramarossziget    TPO 172  Ungvár-Hajasd-Csap      
TPO 180  Munkács-Voloc                      TPO 184  Beregszász-Kovácsrét  
TPO 200  Debrecen-Királyháza             TPO 202  Debrecen-Ungvár 
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Whether the actual canceller for TPO 172 reads as above I question as the route geo-
graphically runs between Csap and Hajasd near the border through Ungvár. 
 

Conductor Posts: i.e. mail official  on the train but no sorting carriage.  
Bátyu-Királyháza 
Ilosva-Gyilalja      
Note: My 1914/1940 maps show no rail at Gyilalja: The Gazetteer says Ilonca is the nearest 
railhead: MÁV line 85 has 4 return trains. 
Ungvár-Deregnyó 
Nagyszöllös-Komló 
Radvánc (almost an Ungvár suburb)-Antalóc . 
Note:   No rail service existed at Antaloc in 1914 - but by 1940 three return trains ran daily 
using MÁV service 122 via Szerednye 
Ungvár-Csap . 
Királymezö-Taracköz   
Note:   In 1914 the line had not reached Királymezö but my 1940 army map shows it as far 
as Priszlop with MÁV service 360: last trains for mail 1655 and 1700 respectively.  
Máramarossziget-Aknaszlatina-Taracköz 
Note:   Máramarossziget was an important rail centre but had been given to Romanian at 
Trianon. Serving the Tisza, Visó, Rona and Mára valleys it was part of through routes to 
Transylvania as well as the route into Galicia via Körösmezö. 
 

1945:   very little service evidence; military events will have been impacting signi-
ficantly on logistics involved; so apparently just: 
 
TPO 202 Debrecen-Záhony   
 

 
 
Illustration 1:  An envelope mailed to Budapest from what I believe to have been an 
official source in LYUTA, a location in the valley of the river of the same name. My 1904 
atlas gives it. Though used on this cover in the sender’s lilac cachet at top and in the large 
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circular, also, lilac mark bottom left it seems to own an alternative name as HAVASKÖZ. 
The Lyuta river joins the Ung near Dubrinics, where there is a station on the Ungvár-Uzsok 
line, north of Perecseny.  LYUTA is not shown on a railway line. Assuming a land route the 
nearest would be Nagyberezna or following the Lyuta river to Dubrinics.  
 
My 1940s military map marks LYUTA as HAVASKÖZ. I understand there can be confusion 
over the two names. LYUTA is probably older and more local. The post office gazetteer 
gives LYUTA, with 632 houses and railway access 16km at Csontos on the big line. It has 
nothing for HAVASKÖZ. 
 
The 2001 Historic Hungarian atlas gives HAVASKÖZ in 1914 and shows a ‘village’ road route 
to Csontos where it could catch the 16.51 running Uzsok to Ungvár - with connections to 
Miskolc and Budapest - the latter in time for morning delivery. The 06.53 from Budapest - 
10.23 from Miskolc reached Csontos at 16.30 so both up and down trains were close at this 
station - helpful for mail as the one evening  each way had no long distance connections. 
 
The cover is franked at 30f., a rate that came in on 1st July 1943. The stamp is cancelled 
with a wartime temporary handstamp in black similar in title (M.KIR.MOZGÓPOSTA to those 
with Roman numerals and no route names.) However it has a single ‘172.’ The Roman 
numerals were administrative - not the TPO numbers, which in effect were not in the can-
cellation. Volume VI does not list a TPO 172 under Type 17 - the types in normal use at the 
time reflecting recent territorial recovery. 172 pre-WW1 had existed on two routes out of 
Brassó but lost to Romania. Some such numbers were later re-used for post-1920 surviving 
and new routes.  
 
On the other hand Palotás lists four cancellation numbers for 1940 Romanian routes to-
gether with their (different) known TPO numbers suggesting that the number in the mark 
may also just be Arabic administration up-dating from Roman. Yet Roman were also used in 
(later) restored Romania. My cover has no arrival mark but my information on routes in the 
post-1943 anonymous period shows - as above - a TPO 172 between Csap and Hajasd, a 
little short of Uzsok, via Ungvár. It seems to confirm that Arabic numbers do reflect TPO 
numbers. It may not have survived long enough in late 1943 to become ‘anonymous!’ 
 

 
 
Illustration 2:    This postcard featuring items in the Ruthenian Cultural 
Museum in Munkács was posted on 20th March 1939 from SVALAVA (bi-lingual Czech post-
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mark) but with the still permitted Czech stamps cancelled by post office temporary 
canceller 103. Just five days after the annexation and 103 had been assigned to Szolyva 
(Magyar name). I presume the two-line lilac mark is of the station - Czech version. It was 
on the big main line to Körösmezö. Additionally it has two stamped references to being the 
subject of a Hungarian Army unit assigned to guard stations. A manuscript annotation 
seems to suggest registration and stamped in Czech stamps perhaps accordingly. But this 
has been deleted and sent just printed matter using the 6f St. Stephen stamp for the rate. 
Was this the result of renewed confidence in restored Hungarian authority? Or fears at the 
time if trusted to Czech services? 
 

 
 

Illustration 3: TPO 305:    Type with named route and number a TPO number 
as in Volume VI  

Both black and lilac ink versions shown. The lilac cover is a paid cover from a member of 
the armed forces and duly censored. The black cancels a stamp still at 20f (pre - 1.7.1931) 
paying a Körösmezö bank letter to Ungvár. One presumes a bank closer to the TPO route 
and a connecting service at Királyháza to Ungvár! 
 
Illustrations 4a and 4b Lawoczne-Bátyu was a 19th Century TPO route but in 1939 
Lawoczne was revived as a cross-border  terminus offering a full service to Budapest as 
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TPO 34. So my postcard shows. It was the standard pre-WW1 Type 12 canceller type that 
was still used after Trianon but apparently unknown to the compilers of Volume VI. TPO 34 
in Volume VI starts in 1891 as postmark type 9a Budapest-Miskolcz-M.Sziget.  In 1911 it had 
the new Type 11 canceller - but Máramarossziget in full. In the same year it was given 
Type 12, or a second TPO came for the route, to run Budapest-Miskolcz-Királyháza. If type 
11 lasted just the year evidence would be scarce. It may have continued alongside Type 
12. Cancellers were not called in when new types arrived.  I have all the other examples 
but not yet Type 11.  
 

 
 

Illustration 4a 

 

 
 

Illustration 4b 
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These routes ended at Trianon. 34 was not used in the 1927 new Type 15 series post-re-
organisation but Visszatért returns saw Type 17, differing from Type 15 by month in Roman 
numerals, with TPO 34 in that format for the full Budapest-Körösmezö route.  Illustration 
4a is in 1911 Type 12 format but dated May 1939 - two months after annexation. I have no 
postal evidence for the Type 17 Körösmezö route (it had TPO 306 via Debrecen,) but 
Volume VI shows 34 in its illustrations! So how do I explain a Lawoczne version? In 1891 
TPO 38 had Lawoczne as a terminus!  
 
Illustration 4b compounds the problem since though clearly a lilac ink temporary cancel-
lation it equally clearly ran between Lawoczne and Budapest. Being a named TPO it should 
mean the number is the TPO number and though not easy to decipher it looks like 25 or 75 
or even 95. I believe 75 more likely as in the normal Type 17 lists in Volume VI Ungvár-
Sianki was 72 and 74 worked Beregszász-Kovácsrét/(bi-lingual) - both from 1939. Was a 
fully normal TPO 34 mark, using the 34 number not used after Trianon, the eventual TPO 
service replacing a temporary 75? And then what of the Körösmezö route in Volume VI? 
 
The main Monograph editor died before completing Volume VI. Perhaps those finishing it 
had neither the time nor information to match his high detail. There are problems with 
this period in Volume VI. Much evidence was lost in Budapest bombings. A cover with TPO 
34 - Budapest-Körösmezö - would be intriguing! 
 

 
 
Illustrations 5a and 5b:   Both postcards bearing Polish stamps cancelled on another 
small branch Galician/Austrian TPO 377 and I show both since I want to be sure they were 
mailed in 1939. It is just clear as one sender has dated his April 2nd that year. Sianki was 
the Type 17 terminus just across the border for TPO 72 from Ungvár and the now Polish 
TPO - Hungary and Poland had officially celebrated the return of a Hungarian/Polish border 
- still using the imperial era canceller ran to Sambor further east. Yet my cards were 
destined for Budapest and Nagykörös in Hungary. Both were pictures from Sianki and one 
sender indicated he was from there. Did the Polish and Hungarian sometimes cross the 
borders and cancel mail even the short distances between Sianki and Uzsok? 
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Illustration 5b 

 

 
 
Illustrations 6a and 6b:  two postcards I believe with Bátyu station postmarks of the 
Czech era - themselves with complications. I show them also as the line returned in the 
1939 annexations. I have the regular Hungarian version: boxed rectangle BÁTYU P.U. 
 
One – mailed May 1933 - shows the name BATOVO and bi-lingual; the other - I think mailed 
in 1938 - with two shorter names. That card shows two local scenes including a typical 
Hungarian-built station, and its text: BATU-BÁYU- and Cyrillic. I cannot find Batovo in my 
stated sources but it is in the 1933 official Post Office gazetteer’s list of places lost at 
Trianon. The MAGYAR NEVE book of Hungarian places lost and returned gives Uzlovoje for 
Bátyu. I would welcome clarification and/or correction.  
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Illustration 6b 

 

 
 

Illustration 7a 

 
 
Illustrations 7a and 7b:   Two examples of the station postmarks operated by sub-post 
offices or agencies from the returned period with bi-lingual format from Huszt and Szolyva 
both in 1940. 
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Illustration 7b 

 

 
 

Illustration 8 

 
Illustrations 8 and 9:    Pre-restoration Czech station mark of Sevlus, Hunga-
rian Nagyszöllös, in format remarkably similar to the standard MÁV oval station mark. 
These technically were railway marks not postal but were often used at stations - 
especially those with no other postal facilities or if the post office was closed. Illustration 
9 – another Austrian small branch TPO in Galicia: Seletin-Hadikfalva 562. Hadikfalva 
sounded so Magyar I assumed, wrongly, it was a cross-border TPO.  
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Illustration 9 

 
I do not claim 100% accuracy. I am always prepared to be corrected and would welcome 
any information about how railway posts functioned in Ruthenia. I am especially interested 
in how mail was handled at stations - if a station had either a sub-post office or a letter-
box or both. There is certainly much to collect! 
 
Stations: 

 
I have described station postmarks, very collectable if not in the minute detail of Volume 
VI where P.U. without dots or just one merits a separate entry! I show as illustrations 10-15 
early postcard pictures of stations in Ruthenia starting with Csap and ending with a wintry 
view of Körösmezo. The CSAP card travelled on TPO 59 from Sianki in 1909. Királyháza, 
Rahó, Volóc and Ungvár are the others. Everyone was mailed on a Ruthenia routed TPO 
including 34 in Kírályháza-Miskolcz-Budapest guise in 1916. Volóc, Körösmezö and Rahó 
dated from the 1939-46 years.  
 
They are typical Hungarian railway stations serving larger towns. Finding either station 
postmarks or postcards from smaller places is very difficult and the best I can do for my 
readers is one from not too far away, MÁRIAHUTA-ZAKÁRFALVA, the P.U. with dots neatly 
at the foot. There were other places it was set - which adds to the collecting interest. 
Double-barrelled station names in most cases meant the nearest railhead to a larger place, 
a few kilometres away, with the actual often tiny village location added. This can make 
tracking in reference books and maps difficult. LEGENYE-ALSÓMIHÁLY is another one close 
to Ruthenia on a line north from Sátoraljaújhely. My modern rail atlas gives just LEGENYE 
but in the case illustrated ZAKÁRFALVA seems the more important place and MÁRIAHUTA 
can be difficult to look for.   
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Illustration 10 

 

 
 

Illustration 11 
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Illustration 12 

 

 
 

Illustration 13 
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Illustration 14 

 

 
 

Illustration 15 

 
The modern atlas shows a station not far from Zakárfalva which I presume to be Máriahuta. 
It is on a tortuous set of lines leading north east and north-west from Gölniczbanya into 
Tátra foothill territory - Eperjes, Szépesváralja, Igló, Poprád. Volume VI, postmarks, 
recognises it under the full name and remarkably this postmark lasted just from 1904 to 
1908. The P.U. was then dropped and the Post Office had presumably closed in favour of 
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one in the local village.  The full name also gets a response from Google, from where my 
two pictures come. Illustration 16 is a black and white postcard showing indeed a station 
with the appearance of significance, station building likewise. Illustration 17 shows more 
recent status and naturally the Czech name. Modern trains presumably pass by. 
 

 
 

Illustration 16 

 

 
 

Illustration 17 
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I use this example because in remote Ruthenian areas where the train was the only trans-
port apart from horse and cart there must have been many small stations like this and 
perhaps still so as the network remains tricky for road communications. More information 
welcome. 
 
Finally illustration 18 shows a parcel sent from Máramarossziget station post office. In 
major towns and cities the second post office, No. 2, was always at the station. The white 
parcel label shows the number as well as the early fuller form of P.U. namely P.Udv. 
 

 
 

Illustration 18 
 

 
 
The editor: 
 
This is now the closing issue of nine years of work for the »Sub-Carpathian Messenger«. I 
want to thank Mervyn Benford who has produced a full article on Hungarian railways in the 
Kárpátalja on rather short notice – an article which, I am sure, future researchers will find 
an incredible quarry and inspiration. 
 
Bringing together information from different (and sometimes rather remote) sources has 
always been one of the main targets of this Newsletter. The next year will follow on this 
course. 
 
So stay connected and think about what YOU can contribute. Don’t be shy … 


